Abstract In this paper, polynomial differential quadrature method (PDQM) is applied to find the numerical solution of the generalized Fitzhugh-Nagumo equation with time-dependent coefficients in one dimensional space. The PDQM reduces the problem into a system of first order non-linear differential equations. Then, the obtained system is solved by optimal four-stage, order three strong stability-preserving time-stepping Runge-Kutta (SSP-RK43) scheme. The accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method are demonstrated by three test examples. The numerical results are shown in max absolute errors (L 1 ), root mean square errors (RMS) and relative errors (L 2 ) forms. Numerical solutions obtained by this method when compared with the exact solutions reveal that the obtained solutions are very similar to the exact ones.
Introduction
Nonlinear partial differential equations are widely used as models to describe complex physical phenomena in various fields of science, especially in fluid mechanics, solid-state physics, plasma physics, plasma wave and chemical physics. Various methods have been utilized to explore different kinds of solutions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] of physical models described by nonlinear partial differential equations. One of the basic physical problems for those models is to obtain their numerical solutions. Despite this fact, many effective methods for determining numerical solutions of nonlinear partial differential equations have been established and developed during the past few decades.
In this direction Doha et al. [6] proposed an efficient collocation methods based on Chebyshev polynomials for solving multi-term linear and nonlinear fractional differential equations subject to initial conditions. Recently, Bhrawy et al. [7] proved a new Jacobi rational-Gauss collocation method for numerical solution of generalized pantograph equations, and fractional-order multi-point boundary value problems are treated using the shifted Legendre spectral method [8] . More recently, Mittal and Jiwari [9, 10] applied a polynomial differential quadrature scheme for nonlinear partial differential equations.
Consider the classical Fitzhugh-Nagumo (FN) equation
where q is constant and u(x, t) is the unknown function depending on the temporal variable t and the spatial variable x has been derived by both Fitzhugh [11] and Nagumo et al. [12] .When q = À1, Eq. (1.1) reduces to the real Newell-Whitehead equation describes the dynamical behavior near the bifurcation point for the Rayleigh-Be´nard convection of binary fluid mixtures [13] . The FN equation has various applications in the fields of flame propagation, logistic population growth, neurophysiology, branching brownian motion process, autocatalytic chemical reaction and nuclear reactor theory [14, 15] . This equation combines diffusion, and nonlinearity which is controlled by the term u(1 À u)(q À u).
In [16] , Shih et al. proposed the approximate conditional symmetry method to determine approximate solutions admitted by a perturbation of (1.1), where the perturbation is proportional to u. Abbasbandy [17] applied the homotopy analysis approach to obtain the soliton solutions of the Fitzhugh-Nagumo equation. The Haar wavelet method has been presented by Hariharan and Kannan [18] , for solving the standard Fitzhugh-Nagumo Eq. (1.1). Meanwhile, Van Gorder and Vajravelu [19] investigated the variational method to obtain analytical solutions for both the Nagumo telegraph and the Nagumo reaction-diffusion partial differential equations. Moreover, the homotopy analysis method has been successfully applied by Van Gorder [20] , to present the approximate solutions of the standard Fitzhugh-Nagumo equation. By using Hirota method, Kawahara and Tanaka [21] have found new exact solutions of Eq. (1.1), by applying the nonclassical symmetry reductions approach, and Nucci [22] have obtained some new exact solutions with Jacobi elliptic function. Li and Guo [23] have obtained the new exact solutions of the FN equation by using first integral method.
In this paper, we are interested to exhibit the numerical behavior of the generalized Fitzhugh-Nagumo equation with time dependent coefficients and linear dispersion term given by where m(t), l(t), and g(t) are arbitrary real-valued functions of t.
Recently, the generalized Fitzhugh-Nagumo equation with time dependent coefficients has been considered by Bhrawy [15] and Triki and Wazwaz [24] . In [15] , the author used Jacobi-Gauss-Lobatto collocation method to find the numerical solutions of Eq. (1.2) while in [24] the authors considered a generalized Fitzhugh-Nagumo equation exhibiting timevarying coefficients and linear dispersion term. By means of specific solitary wave ansatz and the tanh method, new variety of soliton solutions are derived in [24] and the conditions of existence and uniqueness of solitons are also presented.
In this article, we propose a numerical scheme based on polynomial differential quadrature method to find the numerical solution of Eq. (1.2) with initial conditions and Dirichlet boundary conditions (1.3) and (1.4). The PDQM reduces the problem into a system of first order non-linear ordinary differential equations. Then, the obtained system is solved by SSP-RK43 [25] . The accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method are demonstrated by three test examples. The numerical results are discussed in L 1 , RMS and L 2 errors and figures form. The obtained numerical solutions are very similar to the exact solutions.
Description of differential quadrature method
Differential quadrature method is a numerical technique for solving differential equations. By this method, we approximate the spatial derivatives of unknown function at any grid points using weighted sum of all the functional values at certain points in the whole computational domain. Since the weighting coefficients are dependent only the spatial grid spacing, we assume N grid points on the real axis with step length. The differential quadrature discretization of the first and the second derivatives at a point x i is given by the following equations ij are unknown and represent the weighting coefficients of the first and the second derivatives. There are many approaches to find these weighting coefficients such as Bellman's approaches [26] , Quan and Chang's approach [27, 28] , and Shu's approach [29] . Shu's approach is very general approach and in the recent years most of the differential quadrature methods using various test functions such as Legendre polynomials, Lagrange interpolation polynomials, spline functions, Lagrange interpolated cosine functions, are based on this approach. These days in the literature, the most frequently used differential quadrature methods are based on Lagrange interpolation polynomials and sine-cosine expansion. Korkmaz and Dag˘ [30, 31] proposed sine differential quadrature method and cosine expansion based differential quadrature method for many nonlinear partial differential equations while Jiwari et al. [32] [33] [34] [35] have used polynomial based differential quadrature method for numerical solutions of some nonlinear partial differential equations.
Polynomial Differential Quadrature Method (PDQM)
In order to obtain the weighting coefficients w where and Dirichlet boundary conditions (1.3).
Selections of grid points and stability
The accuracy, stability and rate of convergence of the numerical solutions depend on the choice of grid points selected. It is well known that uniformly grid points are not desirable (e.g. [36] ). Therefore it is suggested that non-uniformly spaced grid points may give better solutions. The zeros of some orthogonal polynomials are commonly used as the grid points. In fact Bellman et al. [26] had proposed to use the zeros of the Legendre polynomials as the grid points in one of his papers. The stability of the DQM applied depends on the eigen values of differential quadrature discretization matrices. These eigen values in turn vary much depend on the distribution of grid points. It has been shown by Shu [29] in his book that the uniform grid point distribution does not give stable solution which we have also noticed in our numerical experiments. According to Shu the stable solution can be obtained when Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto grid points [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] are chosen. The Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto grid points are given by
where L x is the length of the interval.
Application of the proposed methods
In this section, the numerical solutions by the proposed method are evaluated for three examples of generalized Fitzhugh-Nagumo equation. Existence of analytical solutions helps to measure the accuracy of numerical method. The numerical computations have been done with the help of software DEV C++ and Matlab. In numerical experiments L 2 , L 1 and root mean square (RMS) errors are calculated by the formulas
where e i ¼ ðu i À u i Þ, u i are exact solutions and u i are approximated solutions.
Example 1
In this example, we consider the nonlinear standard FitzhughNagumo partial differential equation [15, 44] u t ¼ u xx À uð1 À uÞðq À uÞ ¼ 0; ðx; tÞ 2 ½A; B Â ½0; T;
ð5:2Þ subject to the boundary conditions The numerical results of Example 1 are shown in Table 1 
Example 2
In this example we examine the Fisher type standard Fitzhugh-Nagumo partial differential equation [14, 21] u t ¼ u xx À uð1 À uÞðq À uÞ; 0 < q < 1; ð5:7Þ by taking boundary conditions from the exact solution
of Eq. (5.7) as presented in [21] .
The numerical results of Example 2 are shown in Table 2 
Example 3
Consider the nonlinear time-dependent generalized FitzhughNagumo equation with time-dependent coefficients [15, 24] In this Example, the results are computed with A = À10, B = 10, q = 0.5, 0.75 and shown in Table 3 and Figs. 5 and 6. Table 3 shows the L 1 , RMS and L 2 errors of PDQM at different time t with q = 0.75. Figs. 5 and 6 depict a comparison of numerical and exact solutions with q = 0.5, 0.75 and time up to t = 1.0.
Conclusion and discussion
In this paper, the authors have proposed polynomial differential quadrature method based on Lagrange interpolation to find the approximate solution of well known Generalized Fitzhugh-Nagumo equation. To check the accuracy of the method two test problems available in the literature are solved. The L 1 , RMS and L 2 errors are presented in Tables with time step length Dt = 0.001. It is suggested that the Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto grid points produced accurate solutions. Finally, the authors conclude that the proposed methods give very accurate and similar results to the exact solutions by choosing less number of grid points. Also, the methods can be applicable for two and multidimensional problems arise in biological, physical and chemical phenomena.
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